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Abstract. Cloud services are becoming centralized at several geo-
replicated datacentres. These services replicate data within a single dat-
acentre to tolerate isolated failures. Unfortunately, disasters’ effects can
not be entirely avoided, as existing approaches migrate a copy of data
to backup datacentres only after data have been stored at a primary
datacentre. Upon disaster, all data not yet migrated are lost.
In this paper, we propose and implement SDN-KVS, a disaster-tolerant
key-value store, which provides strong disaster resilience by replicating
data before storing. To this end, SDN-KVS features a novel commu-
nication primitive, SDN-cast, that leverages Software Defined Network
(SDN) in two ways: it offers a SDN-multicast primitive to replicate criti-
cal request flows and a SDN-anycast primitive to redirect access request
flows to the closest available datacentre. Our performance evaluation in-
dicates that SDN-KVS ensures that no data are lost and that traffic gets
redirected across long distance key-value store replicas within 30 s after
a datacentre outage.

1 Introduction

With the advent of cloud services, the computation needed by individuals is
progressively becoming geo-centralised to servers in datacentres. While effective
in terms of management and costs, this centralisation puts services at risk in the
face of disasters, such as earthquakes or nuclear power plant explosions, which
can affect large geographical regions. Few years ago, these risks motivated Wall
Street financial institutions to build datacentres outside the blast radius of a
nuclear attack on New York City, creating a ring of land in New Jersey called
the “Doughnut”,4 illustrated in Figure 1. Located within a range of 30 to 70 km
from the city centre, these backup datacentres aim to maintain synchronous data
transfer with the CBD to mitigate disasters.

Making services tolerant to disasters can be particularly challenging. Con-
sider a fault-tolerant key-value store, which serves get and put requests from

4 http://www.datacentreknowledge.com/archives/2008/03/10/
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Fig. 1: The New York doughnut represents the locations where financial compa-
nies replicate their datacentres

clients; various possible implementations (e.g., MongoDB, IBM’s Spinnaker,
Amazon’s SimpleDB) are offered by cloud service providers. Despite their sim-
plicity, these applications tolerate isolated failures but not disasters by instantly
replicating the effect of an update, say a successful put request, to multiple
servers in one (not multiple) datacentre. Existing alternatives can mitigate dis-
aster effects with migration and mirroring techniques across datacentres of dis-
tant geographical locations [14, 17]. Typically, these solutions store the client
data at one of these replicated datacentres before starting the migration or the
mirroring to another datacentre as depicted in Figure 2a. The challenge is then
to minimise the migration delay as this always translates into some amount of
data that can be lost during a disaster, also known as non-nil Recovery Point
Objective (RPO) [15]. In this scenario, data are vulnerable to disaster between
the time they are stored at the first datacentre and the time they are fully copied
to other datacentres. If a disaster affects the first datacentre, data stored but
not migrated become unavailable to the client or can even be definitely lost.

In this paper, we propose SDN-KVS, an SDN-based Key-Value Store that
adopts the opposite approach of replicating before storing. To this end, we lever-
age Software Defined Networks (SDN), namely the decoupling of control func-
tions from the data processing and forwarding functions remotely controllable.
In particular, we replicate the network flows even before data are actually stored
at any datacentre as illustrated in Fig. 2b (this is the multicast feature of SDN-
cast). In particular, once the client issues a request to a particular datacentre, an
SDN-enable switch located at the edge of the network (outside any datacentre),
duplicates the critical request flow and forwards a copy to two identical versions



of the Key-Value Store service running at the targeted datacentre and at the
backup datacentre. By duplicating the traffic at the network level, the storage
application guarantees that the data is already replicated before it is stored.
This is in contrast with previous solutions that acknowledge the client without
guaranteeing that the data would be safely stored despite disasters.
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(a) Existing fault-tolerant solutions store
data before replicating them through mi-
gration or mirroring: the non yet mi-
grated data get lost upon disaster
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(b) SDN-cast replicates the data before
storing them: the network duplicates the
critical traffic to remote datacentres

Fig. 2: SDN-cast proactively ensures data persistence in cloud services as opposed
to approaches that use a best effort recovery of data after disasters

Another consequence of disasters is the network outage that prevents re-
mote clients from accessing the running backup service during a period of time,
referred to as the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) [15]. More specifically, if a
backup server starts rapidly operating using a different IP address, it may not be
instantaneously accessible as refreshing DNS caches at the edge of the network
could take hours or even days. The main problem is that the network itself takes
a long time to recover from a disaster, hence delaying the application recovery.
Our solution detects effectively outage at the network level to minimize RTO.
The key to rapidly redirect the traffic to a backup datacentre is to distribute
the network control that is usually centralized in the network core—typically
in the datacentre network—to the network edge (this is the anycast feature of
SDN-cast).

We evaluate SDN-KVS on top of an emulated wide area network connecting
a client to two geo-replicated datacentres in Australia and Ireland, each running
a copy of our key-value store application. This key-value store is strongly con-
sistent and tolerates isolated failures by exploiting intra-datacentre replication
but relies on our SDN-cast solution to cope with disasters. In this evaluation
we demonstrate how SDN-multicast duplicates the flows between multiple data-
centres while SDN-anycast detects edge failures in Sydney to redirect the traffic
to the backup datacentre in Dublin. Results show that SDN-cast can achieves a



nil RPO and a 30 s RTO, meeting higher disaster recovery objectives than any
technique we are aware of.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we evaluate
the effects of disasters on data and explain how existing solutions aim at mit-
igating these effects. In Section 3 we present SDN-KVS. In Section 4 we show
empirically that it ensures 30 s RTO and nil RPO. In Section 5, we present
related network technologies and compare them against SDN-cast. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 discusses our solution and concludes.

2 On the Impact of Disasters on the Cloud

In this section, we present the problem of making cloud storage services disaster-
tolerant. We first present the impact of disasters on cloud storage services before
explaining how existing techniques could help a key-value store avoid disasters.

2.1 The Case of Amazon Datacentres

Even common natural disasters can have important consequences on cloud com-
puting services. On June 14th 2012, Amazon’s datacentre in West Virginia (also
known as its US-east-1 region) experienced a power outage of only half an hour.
While the cause may seem negligible (severe storms), the consequences of this
outage were dramatic for all the companies that relied on the Amazon Web
Services running in West Virginia datacentre at that time. More precisely, the
outage affected companies, like Pinterest and Instagram during up to 15 hours5,
because the power outage induced a cascade of problems affecting the whole
service infrastructure of these companies. Similarly, an extreme heat led to the
2012 India blackout whose power outage affected 9% of the world population.

These datacentre service outages represent a key challenge of cloud comput-
ing. A recent survey indicates that the cumulative datacentre outage in the US in
2010 was 134 minutes, translating into a cost of $680,000. Three years later the
datacentre service downtime reduced to 119 minutes, however, the related cost
increased to $901,500. This cost increase reflects that more critical services are
outsourced to the cloud environment making the financial loss more important
in case of failures.6

Read-only cloud services, like web services, are easy to make tolerant to dis-
asters. As long as the service does not store client-generated content, the service
can simply be copied across geo-replicated datacentres to achieve disaster tol-
erance. In the Amazon US-east-1 region outage scenario, Netflix, which offers
video-on-demand services, minimized service outage by simply redirecting the
traffic towards a secondary Amazon datacentre.7 The problem is more complex

5 https://gigaom.com/2012/06/29/some-of-amazon-web-services-are-down-again/.
6 http://www.datacentreknowledge.com/archives/2013/12/03/
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7 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/23/technology/23cloud.html
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for services that store client-generated content: their customer may request up-
dates at any time but require their requests to be safely stored in real-time. One
popular example of such storage service is the key-value store service.

2.2 Recovering a Storage Service after a Disaster

Data persistence despite disasters was explored in the context of databases [5].
This topic gained momentum with the geo-centralization of data in cloud dat-
acentres [17]. While synchronous replication keeps multiple copies consistent to
prevent data losses [17], asynchronous replication was shown as effective in prac-
tice to limit bandwidth costs [14]. Finally, SDN was recently explored to mitigate
the impact of disasters [18]: the goal was to use alternative network routes in
case of path failures, but did not address the problem of data loss.

Key-value stores are cloud services popularized by the NoSQL movement
that favoured simplicity over expressivity of data access. They offer a simple
interface to manipulate key-value pairs, which exports get, put and update

functions that respectively retrieve, insert and modify a pair of key and value.
A key-value store achieves fault-tolerance by making sure that the effects of an
update request (put and update) on a specific key-value pair get replicated at
multiple (usually three) shard servers.

While appealing, the replication needed for fault-tolerance also raises prob-
lems related to the consistency of data, as communication must occur between
servers to ensure that the new value updated by a client is propagated to multi-
ple servers. There are various forms of consistency provided by key-value stores
ranging essentially from eventual consistency to strong consistency. To ensure
the uniqueness of the value of a data, two concurrent updates of the same key,
say put(k,v) and put(k,v’) requests, should be consistently ordered by all
servers. This can be achieved using timestamps computed based on the unique
IP address of some server and a local counter that together “tag” the version
of a value, indicating for example that v’ is more up-to-date than v. This is
the same technique used by multi-writer atomic register implementations in the
message passing model [11].

Another consistency requirement is that a second update, issued after a first
one on the same key has completed, should always have a value tagged with a
later version. This requires that each request, whether it be a read-only, like a
get, or an update, like a put, starts by requesting the current highest version
to a quorum (i.e., a mutually intersecting set) of servers before proceeding with
propagating the most up-to-date value with its most up-to-date version. One ex-
ample, employed by Dynamo [4] is to propagate any write request on a key to a
quorum of two replicas of this key to guarantee fault tolerance of the data prop-
agated. Using a quorum system, the read/write requests are strongly consistent.
Note that a quorum system within a datacentre can be reconfigured to tolerate
an unbounded number of isolated failures [3] but cannot tolerate disaster.



3 SDN-KVS: Disaster-Tolerant Key-Value Store

To tolerate failures and disasters our approach is twofold. As for fault-tolerance,
we replicate all data within a datacentre where communication cost is low. This
guarantees that the data persist despite isolated failures. We also replicate crit-
ical traffic (e.g., put requests) to a datacentre towards a second datacentre lo-
cated in a different region, similar to the backup datacentre in New Jersey. It
is the responsibility of the client to distinguish normal from critical traffic (e.g.,
by establishing separate connections), as cross-regions critical traffic experiences
significant delays compared to non-critical traffic within a local region.

3.1 Correctness and Resilience Across Regions

Our key-value store guarantees the strongest form of consistency we know of,
called linearizability [7]. Within the same datacentre this is ensured using quo-
rum systems and global timestamp as previously discussed: fetching a key-value
pair (resp. the highest version of the storage) requires to contact a set of servers
that includes at least one of the servers where the last update of the correspond-
ing pair (resp. the highest version of the storage) was replicated.

To globally guarantee strong consistency, we need additional requirements.
Provided that remote datacentres share a common initial state, say as given
by some common virtual machine image, replicating critical traffic across dat-
acentres guarantees that critical data is not lost upon geo-localized disaster,
even if an entire datacentre goes down. It is also important to guarantee that
the key-value store services respond identically to write requests despite pos-
sible reordering of requests at distant locations. Our implementation actually
acknowledges identically a put and an update even though the corresponding
request does not succeed in updating the store. This ensures that when two
distant servers receive two update requests in different order, the corresponding
response is identical (simply acknowledged). Note that these requests necessarily
come from distinct clients as our new SDN-cast primitive uses exclusively TCP
as we describe below.

The two components of SDN-cast, namely SDN-multicast and SDN-anycast,
are depicted in Figure 3. When the client sends a critical (put) request to a
datacentre, SDN-multicast forks the TCP connection to multiple datacentres,
thereby replicating the information before storing it (see Section 3.2). This is
transparent to the client: when it receives an acknowledgement, it has already
been safely replicated at different geographical locations. This guarantees that
the sent data will persist despite a disaster. As opposed to previous approaches
where the critical request is acknowledged before the data has been replicated
in a disaster-tolerant fashion, SDN-multicast achieves nil RPO for all successful
critical requests.

Upon detection of a network disaster, SDN-anycast redirects the traffic to
backup datacentres, thereby guaranteeing that the data can still be accessed.
This is used both for access to the critical data, which was geo-replicated by SDN-
multicast, and to redirect all traffic to the surviving datacentres. As opposed to
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(a) SDN-multicast transparently forks
TCP flows to n servers in separate dat-
acentres, allowing for data replication in
real time
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(b) SDN-anycast redirects the traffic
from one server in the primary datacen-
tre to the server of a remote available
datacentre upon network outage detec-
tion

Fig. 3: SDN-cast (a) duplicates critical traffic to two datacentres before disasters
and (b) redirects the traffic to the backup datacentre upon disaster

other approaches, SDN-anycast uses network-level failure detection to achieve a
RTO of about 30 seconds (see Section 3.3).

The control plane is located at the edge to cope with region-wide disasters.
(Note that the case of a disaster occurring at the network edge is of limited
interest as the client would be affected by the disaster even if the datacentres
were not.)

3.2 SDN-Based Multicast for a Nil RPO

The forking mechanism can be placed anywhere on the path between clients and
servers. When traffic destined to any server under its jurisdiction is received,
it replicates the packets to the whole set of live servers. From the client’s per-
spective, the forking mechanism maintains the end-to-end reliability semantics
of TCP: data is acknowledged only when all live servers have acknowledged it.
This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4 in the case of two servers.

In order not to break the TCP session on any side (client or servers) of
the connection, special care must be taken when replicating the packets. The
client sends data from its own sequence space, and so does each server. Sequence
and acknowledgement numbers therefore need to be adjusted depending on the
server before packets are sent. To do so the TCP forking mechanism records
the initial sequence number on the first (SYN) return packet it sees (dc1 seq in
Fig. 4). It then computes and stores an offset from the initial sequence number
of each of the other servers (Offset2 = dc2 seq − dc1 seq in the figure). This
offset is added to the sequence number of return packets, and subtracted from
the acknowledgement number on replicated forward packets. This allows to map
the client’s view of the server’s sequence space to the actual range used by each
server.

Once the connection is properly open at the client and servers, the former
can send any data, such as put instructions for the key–value store. The switch
transparently duplicates the TCP stream to all live servers, and an acknowledge-
ment is sent back to the client only once successfully received by all servers. This
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Fig. 4: Mechanism for forking a TCP connection: The client establishes a normal
connection to Server 1. The Switch replicates the traffic to Server 2. Return
traffic from the servers is only forwarded to the client when both servers have
replied. Sequence numbers and acknowledgements are adjusted by recording and
applying offsets between servers’s sequence numbers as needed.

assumes that all servers to which the traffic is replicated reply with exactly the
same message. This is not unreasonable, as all servers are identical, varying only
in their location, and expected to handle the data they receive in the same way.
The connection can finally be closed in a similar fashion, with FINs and ACKs
being transparently replicated (and their sequence/ack numbers adjusted), until
the slowest server closes its side, letting the client finalise its.

It is important to note that only a few fields are manipulated in the switch.
Sequence, or acknowledgement numbers—depending on the direction of the
traffic—have a static offset applied. SACK options are left untouched, but force-
fully disabled during the initial handshake to force a fallback to cumulative
ACKs. Beyond these changes, the TCP packet is left untouched. This allows to
leverage the TCP stacks of the endpoints (client and servers) to take care of rate
adaptation and loss recovery. As the end-to-end semantics and control of TCP



is preserved, the client and servers will however exchange packets as allowed by
the slowest link.

3.3 SDN-Based Anycast for Minimum RTO

SDN-anycast uses SDN-enabled switches connected to controllers located at the
edge of the network to redirect flows upon network outage. In order to decide
when to start the redirection, we propose a mechanism inside the edge con-
troller. As SDN-anycast can detect network outage using lower level protocols
(e.g., LLDP, ICMP or transport timeouts, as used in Algorithm 1), it can re-
sponsively redirect the traffic with minimum delays. This detection algorithm
takes information from the various edge switches while the decision is centrally
taken by the SDN controller responsible for these switches. This centralised al-
gorithm, presented in Algorithm 1, aims to minimise the RTO depending on the
number of services currently deployed.

Data: Client flow to service
Result: Possible detection of failure
detection;
if duplicate packet from client then

possibleFailure ++ ;
if possibleFailure ≥ Threshold then

add action to rewrite packets for Service to alternative server ;
for every connections affected by failure do

send RST packet ;
end

end

else
if packet from Service then

possibleFailure = 0;
end

end

Algorithm 1: Detection of server failure through TCP timeouts, and mit-
igation by forcing a new connection.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we show empirically that SDN-anycast recovers the throughput
and latency of the key-value store service within RTO ≤ 30 s and that SDN-
multicast increases the cumulated goodput by forking TCP connections between
a single client and multiple geo-replicated datacentres to achieve nil RPO with no
client or inter-datacentre overhead. We used Mininet [6] and the Python-based
POX controller to evaluate the performance of our geo-replicated key-value store
in the face of disaster.



4.1 Recovering Storage Service with SDN-Anycast

To evaluate the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) SDN-cast achieves, we deployed
our solution over a topology comprising a local datacentre in Sydney, Australia,
and a remote one of in Dublin, Ireland (see Fig. 5). These are the current respec-
tive locations of Amazon’s existing AP-southeast-2 and EU-west-1 regions. Note
that this represents one of the greatest distance between datacentres worldwide
(∼17,200 km) whereas most backup datacentres are located within only 30–70 km
from the primary datacentre, as we illustrated in Fig. 1. Both datacentres run
the same image of the service in the same initial empty state on a distributed
system of 9 machines with quorums of size 5.

s3

s2

s4

s1

client

RTT = 10ms
C = 100Mbit/s

RTT = 340ms
C = 100Mbit/s

Datacenter operated
controllers

Edge controller

Primary server farm Secondary server farm

Fig. 5: Experimental topology deployed in Mininet to represent a client accessing
a local datacentre in Sydney (left) and a remote datacentre in Dublin, Ireland
(right)

The link from switches s2 to s3 has a one-way delay of 5 ms and a capacity of
100 Mbit/s whereas the link from s2 to s4 has a delay of 170 ms and a capacity of
100 Mbit/s (the RTT between the Sydney and Ireland Amazon EC2 datacentres
is known to be about 340 ms).8 Inside each datacentre, we have configured a key–
value store over a quorum system of nine servers, meaning that a server receiving
put, update or get requests exchanges messages with 8 or 9 other replicas before

8 http://www.bailis.org/blog/communication-costs-in-real-world-networks
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Fig. 6: SDN-anycast allows to achieve fast service recovery (i.e., RTO ≤ 30 s)
and no data loss (i.e., nil RPO) across the globe.

acknowledging the client of the success of its request, hence guaranteeing a high
level of intra-datacentre fault tolerance. Both switches s3 and s4 act as load
balancers inside each datacentre.

Our experiment scenario is as follows. At time t = 0, one of the client starts
reading from the local datacentre as fast as possible, filling the pipe between s2
and s3. At time t = 200, we emulate a disaster by cutting the link between s2
and s3. Once the connection is cut, the TCP client starts retransmitting unac-
knowledged packets. The controller can therefore learn that a possible disaster
has occurred in the network. As we fixed the detection threshold described in
Algorithm 1 to 5 packets, the waiting period varies from 15 to 25 seconds. After
this inactive period, the controller instructs the switch to redirect traffic to the
secondary datacentre, and to terminate the connections with the now-defunct
primary datacentre. The client then reconnects to the service with the same IP
address but traffic is directed to the second datacentre.

In Fig. 6, we present RTT and throughput measurements extracted from the
captured trace at the client side. Fig. 6a shows the RTT computed by the TCP
sender. In particular, we can see that during the first 200 s the flow experienced
an RTT of around 100 ms. During the second 200 s period, the flow experiences
a minimum RTT of 340 ms necessary to reach the remote datacentre. Fig. 6b
presents the throughput achieved by the TCP flow. As expected, when the delay
is short, the TCP connection is able to fill the pipe when accessing the local
datacentre. With a larger RTT it however becomes impossible for TCP to fully
utilise the pipe. Nonetheless, the connection was successfully switched over to the
Irish datacentre when the Sydney one failed. Using this technique, we empirically
observed an RTO lower than 30 s.

4.2 Service Goodput of SDN-Multicast

The benefit of SDN-multicast in our scenario is to avoid the need of application-
level replication, as it directly integrates the same service within the network.
This reduces the number of communication between members of a group.
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Fig. 7: Performance evaluation of SDN-multicast to up to 6 datacenters concur-
rently.

More specifically, a client process sends a message to a group of server pro-
cesses by initiating a single TCP connection through which it sends multiple
messages. All messages are reliably delivered in-order to all servers. The TCP
acknowledgements are simply collected at the switch level. Once all servers have
acknowledged a specific sequence, the switch forwards the acknowledgement to
the client.

In order to illustrate this use-case, we deployed our forking solution over
a simple topology similar to the one presented in Fig. 3b where we varied the
number of servers from 1 to 6. In this series of experiments we set identical RTTs
between the set of servers and the client, and links capacity to 100 Mbit/s.

Fig. 7 presents the service goodput, defined as the number of bytes transmit-
ted and acknowledged by all servers, as a function of time. As OpenFlow ≤ 1.3
does not currently offer actions to rewrite TCP sequence or acknowledgement
fields, we had to let the switches forward all packets to the controller, hence
creating a significant overhead and loss of performances: ideally, we would have
expected a linear relation between the number of servers and the gain in goodput.
Nevertheless, we can observe that our solution increases the service goodput. We
envision this increase to become even more significant when OpenFlow switches
support the necessary actions.

5 Related Work

Manipulation of Network Flows. Many solutions have been proposed, over the
last fifteen years, to extend network functionalities. They generally vary in terms
of the layer at which they are implemented and the location (e.g., end-host, edge
or core) of their deployment. Table 1 compares the features of various proposals,



Table 1: Feature comparison of SDN-cast with related work.

NAT TCP Flow MPTCP [1] Any- Dr. Multi- SDN-
Splice [12] Aggregation [2] SCTP cast cast [16] Cast

Multicast × × × × × X X
Recovery × × × X X × X

Transparency X × × × X × X

presented below, to SDN-cast, in terms of multicast capabilities, geo-localized
disaster recovery and transparency to the client.

Similar to our proposal, solutions based on middle-boxes have been widely
adopted in today’s Internet. In particular, Network Address Translation (NAT)
offers transparent static redirection services to end-user applications, and are
generally deployed at the edge of the networks. TCPSplice [12] is a kernel-land
TCP proxy allowing to intercept and redirect TCP sessions. Unlike application
proxies, it offers near router speed performance. To mitigate the problems in-
troduced by wireless communication, and use the links more efficiently, a flow
aggregator inside a TCP proxy was proposed to allow to adapt the protocol
to better use GSM links [2]. thoroughly studied [8, 13]. Although they provide
many advantages, it is well-known that they introduce limitations for the evo-
lution of end-to-end protocol such as TCP [8]. Nonetheless, as compared to our
in-network layer-4 switch proposal, none of these solutions support both dynamic
redirection of traffic and flow replication to multiple destinations.

Transport protocols supporting multiple paths such as MPTCP [1] or SCTP
allows the use multiple paths within the same transport session. This is instru-
mental in supporting network fail-over by switching from one interface to another
without connection disruption. However, switching conditions are hard-coded in
the transport, and cannot be adjusted depending on arbitrary parameters. Un-
like SDN-multicast, however, each end-to-end sessions can only be established
to a single host, and cannot be failed-over to different, or multicasted to several,
servers. Moreover, both protocols require support at both end-hosts to be used.

Dr. Multicast [16] provides multicast functionalities by coping with the lim-
ited scalability of IP multicast within one datacentre, however, it is not trans-
parent as it requires the client to catch system calls and converts IP multicast
addresses.

Software defined network (SDN). SDN offers inherent fault tolerance capabilities
by allowing a controller to use lower layer signals such as LLDP to detect link
failures in a timely fashion, and to adjust the behaviour of the switches it con-
trols. This technique has therefore been suggested to reconfigure networks upon
failures, especially in the context of datacentre networking [9]. SDN was recently
used to mitigate the effects of disasters [18], similarly to our SDN-anycast fea-
ture. The goal was however only to use alternative network paths in case of path
failures, and this solution does not address the problem of data loss that SDN-
multicast offers: it only mitigates the effects of disasters rather than avoiding



them. The use of multiple controllers was already shown as effective in reducing
the fault-tolerance of a particular SDN using NOX controllers and the Mininet
virtualised environment [10]. In SDN-multicast, we leverage these capabilities to
implement layer-4 switching mechanisms to improve RTOs and RPOs.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We proposed SDN-KVS, a disaster-tolerant storage that exploits a novel SDN-
cast communication paradigm to avoid losses of critical data. Even at extreme
distances (Australia to Ireland), SDN-KVS achieves a 30 s RTO and guarantees
that the acknowledged requests will survive region-wide disasters.

As our solution is deployed at the end of the common path towards all servers
(e.g., leaf network edge or local ISP), the forking mechanism saves resources
along that path by removing the need for multiple connection carrying the same
traffic. We envision that as a side effect, it could potentially reduce bufferbloat
issues by only using one TCP stream instead of one per server for the same data.

Our solution allows multicasting of TCP streams transparently to the client
side. Due to its layer 4 orientation, it ignores any payload. While this is desirable
for performance reasons in most cases, this is problematic if some application
parameters need to be negotiated between client and server. This is particularly
the case for SSL sessions, as each servers would try to negotiate a different
session with the client. To provide similar levels of security, IPSec would be a
better candidate for use with our forking mechanism.

The current version of OpenFlow (v.1.4) limits the capabilities of SDN-
multicast. In particular, we were limited, in the forking experiment by the lack
of support for manipulation of the acknowledgement and sequence number fields
in the TCP header. It is also unclear whether arithmetic operations such as
additions or subtractions of offsets are readily available. We believe that such
actions should be considered for addition in future OpenFlow specifications.

For our solution to be widely-adopted, the SDN-anycast information should
be made accessible to ISPs to reconfigure efficiently the network. By proactively
redirecting traffic to live servers upon disaster, our SDN-anycast could simplify
the task of edge ISP forensic departments as it would prevent a large number of
connection establishments failures due to downstream disasters that would have
triggered DDoS investigation procedures.
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